
The “DIRTY DOZEN” Aspects of THLN!
12 Very Incriminating Points About THLN!

Documentation follows this summary!
Texas “Humane” (??) Legislation Network =

Horned Devils Masquerading as Angels!

(Texas Pet Protect Is 100% Funded Internally; Not Sponsored By Any
Other Group; Receives Content From No Other Group; Offers Nothing
to Purchase; Seeks No Donations; Is Public Service Informational And
Activist; seeks to save pets from cancer, especially mammary cancer!)

1)  THLN is a tumor-like cluster of appalling cold-blooded demagogues
sleazily  posturing  as  sweet  warm-hearted  benefactors  of  pets  and
persistently manipulating weak mentalities by relentlessly exploiting
this emotion tripping buzzword “humane” for all the money they can
bamboozle.   Once  vulnerable  minds  see  this  paralyzing  buzzword
“humane”  this  scheming  group  has  appropriated  near  immunity
against factual criticism.  THLN expects this rigged flypaper catchword
to give them carte blanche to get away with literally anything as long
as they show a Mephistopheles grin while  deceptively  posing with
pets.   To those so easily  reeled in  by this  Machiavellian con word
“humane”  we  cite  the  centuries  old  French  proverb,  “the  exact
contrary of what is generally believed is often the actual truth.”  Tiny
minds are so easily reeled into this slippery “humane” con job like
iron filings following a magnet in a kid’s game.  Witless THLN loyalists
as if under mind control prattle like perplexed morons trapped in a
bewildering hall  of  mirrors  and robotically  chanting to the gloating
THLN president “Imhotep!  Imhotep!”  Of the spellbound THLN rank
and file we ask the question, “How does anyone get to you?  How do I
get inside those twisted guts of yours?”  “Rio Conchos” 1964.  I was
elated when I first found THLN in a web search---they’ll help get the
Texas  Pet  Warning  Notice  Protection  Law introduced and passed I
thought.  This has to do with cancer prevention and be sure to read



the section on cancer here for something startling most haven’t seen.
After  initial  positive  burst  they went totally  silent  as  they realized
“but we already have a point of fundraising appeal, tethering dogs!
And we can just put his idea on the shelf for later use to shake people
down for more money, no matter that numerous pets will die in the
meantime!”  More on this virulent stance of THLN in #2!  “They call
themselves saints but they’re devils!  It makes me SICK to see them!”
---“Big Valley” 3/10/1969.

2)  THLN delays beneficial pet laws till  such time as it can seize on
issues as points of fund-raising appeals, delaying benefits to pets to
boost its money-grubbing goals.  THLN limits the number of issues per
legislative session it uses as points of public appeal for donations so as
to be able to remain in business into the future and leech persist in
snatching and filching finances from gullible donors by omission of
major material fact about its gassing record; and offers to leave heirs
in the cold asking people to change their wills.  Meantime pets suffer
due to THLN sabotaging beneficial pet bills when not introduced with
THLN’s “Sacrosanct Imprimatur” (“state legislative syndicate/cartel”).
If a THLN flunky doesn’t intro a bill, THLN exerts to get it crushed as in
Texas HB 3450 in spring 2011!  In summer 2018 THLN was asked to get
a simple educational bill introduced for reducing mammary cancer in
pets.  THLN refused to do anything with this as they already seized on
“tethering” as their money sucking vortex appeal.  When the law they
sought was blocked,  we submit  THLN was privately  elated as they
could  then  continue  “milking”  the  “tethering”  appeal  for  more
continued  income  from  trusting  simple  minded  low  GPA  suckers
getting the “humane” donations shakedown.  “The Flim-Flam Man”
1967  movie  comes  to  mind  and  the  era  of  money-grubbing
televangelists  epitomized  by  “make  a  $1000  vow  of  faith”  Robert
Tilton who had old ladies eating cheap dog food to send him money.



3) THLN hollers at its site they get credit for ending gassing death of
shelter pets as of spring 2013 legislative session in Austin.  THLN is
intentionally omitting the essential material fact that in spring 2011,
THLN frantically mobilized like a German Panzer division to blitzkrieg
defeat Texas House Bill 3450, the Companion Animal Protection Act
which if passed, would have ended gassing of shelter pets a full TWO
YEARS SOONER.  THLN caused 30,000 Texas shelter pets to be denied
relief  from  savagely  torturous  death  by  carbon  monoxide  gassing;
then wearing a classic  LIAR’S  MASK,  the THLN in  banshee decibels
shrieks  that  THEY  ended  gassing  of  pets;  when  in  fact,  THLN
OBSTRUCTED,  DELAYED,  HINDERED,  STALLED  and  POSTPONED  the
end of agonizing gassing by TWO YEARS!  FALSE PRETENSES!!  Money
donors  aren’t  enabled  to  make  a  fully  informed  decision!     This
“humane” (??) THLN gifted 30,000 Texas shelter pets, all looking out
of  their  cages  with  hopeful  eyes,  a  sadistic  nightmare  death  by
horrendous carbon monoxide gassing, when at the least a much less
stressful death by injection could have been had for them, absent the
merciless  THLN’s  antiprogressive  obstructionism.   Now  comes
malodorous  and  pestilential  THLN  with  the  boundlessly  farcical
charade of giving themselves the accolade of having brought an end
to gassing!  We find a news release from May 13, 2013, “ASPCA, THLN
Welcome Texas Law Banning Animal Gas Chambers,” and no mention
they delayed this relief for TWO YEARS!  THLN = “Terrible Hellish Liar’s
Network!”  Besides money,  THLN is  about ego,  power and control.
“YOU WILL WORSHIP ME!” ---“Star Trek” 9/22/67.

4) THLN works with persons of very debased and profoundly sullied
low  moral  character  including  Dan  Huberty,  drunk  and  disorderly
legislator  who tried  to  attack  a  reporter;  Victoria  Neave,  legislator
arrested for drunk driving; Ron Reynolds, crooked legislator jailed and
disbarred  for  the  criminal  offense  of  shyster  barratry;  Garnet
Coleman,  legislator  pulled over  for  endangering lives  by driving 94
MPH;  Harold  Dutton,  legislator  charged  with  DWI,  ordered  to  pay



overdue child support, on Texas Monthly list of worst legislators; he
later  pushed  a  bill  to  lighten  up  on  first  time  offenders;  “Charles
Schwertner would  not  cooperate  with University  of  Texas
investigation.” 2/6/19 Dallas Morning News (One of Texas Monthly
worst  legislators  2015);  Sarah  Davis,  Donna  Campbell  and  Joan
Huffman,  state  legislators  on  Texas  Monthly  list  of  Worst  Ten
Legislators;  Angie  Button,  state  lawmaker,  public  temper  blowups;
brief  summary only here!  On 12/7/2017 Texas Tribune reported a
Democrat  women’s  group  called  on  State  Senator  Borris  Miles  of
Houston to resign after  reports  of  sexual  misconduct;  Miles  earlier
was suspected of deadly conduct.  THLN pal, mean spirited Linda Koop
favored  reducing  government  transparency  and  imposing  tax
increases  without  voter  approval.   THLN has  lots  of  “happy  hour”
fundraisers and we wonder how many DWI arrests may have taken
place  afterwards!   Any  unreported  sideswiping  of  parked  cars  by
“tipsy” drivers?  Do yall speed in active school zones?  “TEQUILA FOR
ALL OF US!” ---“For A Few Dollars More” (1965) “I SAID GIVE ME THE
BRANDY!”  “Star Trek” 6/10/1966.

5)  THLN appears to  have extended influence tentacles into various
government  agencies,  notably  the State  of  Texas  Attorney General
Office,  which refused to take any action against THLN in regard to
THLN’s  horrid  barefaced malpractice  in  fundraising,  stating  devious
disclaimers as to why no action.  Soon after the wildly absurd denial
letter tossed to us by an unprincipled servile  flunky we discovered
THLN backed for State Senate, the Texas Attorney General’s wife!  We
reasonably  conclude  this  absence  of  Texas  AG  Office  intervention
against THLN equates to repayment of a political favor.  This should
be reviewed by the Federal Justice Department!  THLN insinuates into
both political parties any temptable politician with radical tendencies.
“He  who  will  trick  will  always  find  another  who  will  suffer  to  be
tricked” ---Niccolo Machiavelli (1469-1527).



6)   THLN  works  with  evasive  animal  shelter  managers  to  try  and
reduce the accountability of and disclosure by these shelters; and to
prevent shelter managers from having to change their ways.  This was
demonstrated in spring 2011 when THLN defeated Texas HB 3450; it
also would have forced shelter managers to do more to cooperate
with rescue groups!  Shelter managers of dozens of shelters wanted to
continue killing “excess” pets by carbon monoxide gassing taking over
20 minutes to kill; and many pets got gassed TWICE!  In 2019 THLN
opposed  Texas  HB  921  and  HB  3092;  which  require  intake  and
disposition  records  of  animals  and  posting  notice  of  contagious
infection present in a shelter!  THE PUBLIC HAS NO RIGHT TO KNOW
SAYS  THE  THLN!   THEY  DESPISE  TRANSPARENCY!   THLN  insiders
include  people  linked  to  very  high  kill  shelters;  such  as  Sherry
Ferguson of Houston Humane Society and a veterinarian, Lynn Stucky,
elected to the Texas Legislature from the Denton area.  Look up the
You Tube video “Stucky euthanized hundreds of family pets without
cause,” this is the type of “humane” viper pit THLN is!  DR. PHIBES,
REJOICE!

7) THLN baneful influence is extraordinarily corrupting, mesmerizing
and paralyzing against corrective action as demonstrated in refusal to
act  when  informed  of  THLN  fundraising  misrepresentation,  on  the
part  of  various  entities  including  Southern  Methodist  University
Department of Law, which we notified on November 2, 2019 and they
made no response and took no apparent action.  Texas Tribune, Dallas
News and Fox TV also received that message and demonstrated zero
public interest concern for the ongoing perverse situation.  Disgraceful
media resolve to shield “humane” sleaze is confirmed by the 1600s
French proverb, “Innocence finds not nearly so much protection as
guilt.”  THLN also metastasized into the State Bar of Texas with an
Animal  Law  Section;  and  interlocks  with  the  Dallas  and  Houston
Young Lawyers Association who come off like rejects from a “Perry
Mason” episode!  Why so many attorneys in this picture?  Is it about



getting municipal business?  Have they seen the “Lawyers in Cages”
video on You Tube?  CHECK IT OUT!  THLN radiates vibes like they’re
an official State of Texas government agency!  THEY ARE NOT!  Hey
THLN---got any linkage to the Texas DPS?  THLN!  The Presidium and
SPQR of Texas!  THLN = Capo Di Tutti Capi and Imperial Czars of state
animal law!  Will THLN send the Praetorian Guard to silence us?  See,
free speech shouldn’t apply if you fault find THLN!  

8)  THLN insinuated its spidery sinister influence into the Austin Better
Business Bureau in that when contacted with objection against the
BBB rating of THLN’s materials as “truthful,” BBB refused to correct;
then we discovered a former THLN official inside the BBB structure,
we complained of glaring bias; within two weeks the ex THLN official
exited the BBB and horsefly buzzed elsewhere.  Still the BBB refuses
to correct its review; however, the BBB did object to THLNs financial
reporting,  and  as  of  fall  2019  THLN  deleted  from  its  site  “BBB
Accredited Charity” as the BBB review did say of THLN “Standards Not
Met.”  We are waiting for Albertson’s Stores to act responsibly and
permanently  jettison  THLN  from  its  Reward  Card  program.   BBB’s
nationwide are  complained of  running “protection  rackets,”  and in
2010 the Connecticut Attorney General inclined towards that view.  If
a very disgraced group distances from THLN, what in God’s name does
that say about the Terrible Hellish Liar’s Network?  Texas pets deserve
better than this sinful 666 moral chancre organization!  Texas HB 593
regarding police training to avoid shooting pets, passed in 2015 with
THLN backing, does not excuse THLN from the 30,000 pets who were
gassed due to denial of relief at THLN’s insistence; it merely serves as
veneer for THLN corruption.  All demagogues must have some good
deed  to  point  to  for  attempt  to  squelch  criticism  of  great  harms
inflicted.

9)  THLN  affiliated  personalities  are  the  quintessence  of  flagrant
hypocrisy while very fraudulently posturing as pet benefactors.  Case



in point---Valerie Watson of Don’t Forget To Feed Me pet food bank,
who is a person “in” with the THLN and by taking this stance favoring
THLN, has tacitly said that the 30,000 Texas shelter pets denied relief
from death by nightmare hellish gassing due to THLN intervention to
deny them merciful relief---that those shelter pets had no value; that
those doomed pets counted for NOTHING; and that they don’t merit
any memorial  as to their  avoidable horrific suffering at the GUILTY
hands of the REEKING MORAL SCUM THLN!  Watson has no business
in any pet food bank enterprise due to her stunning hypocrisy!  Will
she now denounce and disavow the THLN?  That is very DOUBTFUL!
Aww gee, someone out there doesn’t like “postcards!”  She can watch
“Witchfinder General” (1968) and glow with throbbing admiration for
the murderous evildoer insisting he was doing God’s work.  Satire is
protected  speech  (485  U.S.  46,  1988  unanimous  Supreme  Court).
Approval  of  avoidable  gassing  of  30,000  shelter  pets  does  not
harmonize with a charity of providing pets with food!  Those 30,000
pets who were gassed are as good as any 30,000 pets fed by Don’t
Forget to Feed Me!  Watson led a protest march against Stickland who
defeated the “tethering” bill;  we haven’t  noticed Watson leading a
protest of THLN over the 30,000 gassed pets denied relief by her THLN
pals!  We cannot understand this vicious reprobate lack of conscience
on  the  part  of  THLN  linked  “charities”  including  Sherri  Soltes  of
Service  Dogs!   THLN  leaders  starkly  remind  of  the  gruesome  salt
vampire on “Star Trek” who hypnotized Dr. McCoy into thinking the
demon was an old flame of his!

10)  THLN is  the Texas state  affiliate  of  the Humane Society  of  the
United  States  (HSUS)  which  has  been  jolted  by  numerous  severe
scandals including a multimillion-dollar settlement in 2014 connected
to  RICO  charges  (“Racketeer  Influenced  and  Corrupt  Organization
Act”)  for  fraud,  bribery  and more.   Hordes  of  people  filed Federal
Trade Commission complaints against HSUS for deceptive fund-raising
tactics.   Pacelle  of  HSUS  made  mega-millions  off  the  “humane



appeals” industry and resigned in disgrace over a sex scandal.  In 2014
the Oklahoma Attorney General issued a consumer warning against
HSUS.  News On 6 Oklahoma had this on 1/22/15---"Julie Bays, Chief
of  the Public  Protection  Unit,  said  she  is  perplexed why the HSUS
chose  to  file  a  lawsuit  rather  than  disclose  documents  that  could
prove transparency in the organization's charitable efforts. Our office
will  not  tolerate  any  charity  using  misleading  or  untruthful
solicitations to take advantage of the generosity of Oklahomans.”  In
September 2019 a HSUS official was sentenced to prison for armed
robbery.  Former HSUS VP David Wills got a 15-year sentence for sex
trafficking a minor!  Six members of Congress have called for Federal
investigation of HSUS!  HSUS advertised for a Texas state director in
fall  2019---salary  $200,000!   Activist  Facts  calls  HSUS  “a  true
multinational  corporation”  confirmed  by  Coleman  Burke,  an  HSUS
trustee with his office at One Wall Street (1970 “Who’s Who”); Wall
Street apparently has camouflaged “animal rights” as a cash cow for
many years!  A Rockefeller was president of ASPCA 1956-1964!  In
2014 HSUS put $55.3 million into offshore accounts!   Give to local
rescue groups after they prove no connection to Texas “Humane” (??)
Legislation Network, HSUS and ASPCA!  These groups are “tumors of
injustice” (“Dr. Zhivago” 1965).  For 2017 the president of ASPCA was
paid $852,231 and it reported $273 million in assets (Animals 24/7).

11)  What is wrong with Federal and State regulators?  The SEC was
warned  for  years  about  Bernard  Madoff  and  failed  to  intervene
timely!   The case against  THLN fundraising by misleading tactics  is
clear cut.  MAIL FRAUD, WIRE FRAUD and TAX FRAUD are apparent
though  we  are  not  experts  in  those  fields  we  sure  can  have  the
opinion their actions rise to those levels.  Expertise is not needed to
notice a rat’s rump on a banana split!  Texas Pet Protect raised these
issues online as of late March 2019; THLN is a veritable cottonmouth
nest  of  flaky lawyers;  and none move to file  any libel  suit  against
Texas Pet Protect.  Why?  No reason besides the time-honored dictum



“The Truth Is An Absolute Defense Against Libel.”  Sooner or later a
Federal  regulator  WILL  crack  down  on  THLN!   “You’re  in  trouble!
Whatever happens you’re  sunk!”   (“Bad Day at  Black Rock” 1955).
THLN!  Think about the word “CAPSIZED.”

12) Texas media---newspapers, magazines, radio and TV stations and
websites  to  date,  as  information  censors,  have been a  remarkable
classic textbook phenomenon of UNMITIGATED SHAMEFUL DISGRACE
in refusing to present any expose of Texas “Humane” (??) Legislation
Network to the Texas public;  and are therefore still  NOT acting as
“watchdogs” for consumer protection!  We do wonder if money has
been spread around to “investigative journalists” and is there another
problem---tyrannically deciding what the public will  and will  not be
informed concerning?  “Watchdog” Dave Lieber (tragicomical figure)
refused coverage of THLN scandals---instead he was concerned over
coffee cup sizes at Starbucks!  A bogus group raking in millions $$ by
false pretenses and failure to disclose material fact to donors?  Not
news to “rattlesnake” Dave Lieber and his sin champion coral snake
media peers!  Lakewood Advocate and Dallas Culture Map refused to
post corrections after we complained to them about THLN delaying
the end of pet gassing by two years!  Regarding THLN Texas media
acts servile like newspapers in the 1870s being supplied editorials by
Standard Oil.  Media sources we contacted refused any coverage; it’s
now up to grass roots distribution on social media to get the word out
about Texas Inhumane Hexing Legislation Webwork!  And let Texas
media get constipated over not being able to keep a Berlin Wall of
silence on this matter!  You say “media will never give coverage after
you insulted them” they were never going to cover this regardless!
They will  be forced to report when FEDERAL REGULATORS ACT TO
CORRAL THE THLN!  Thorough details are here at Texas Pet Protect!
Complain to all  Federal regulators---IRS; Federal Trade Commission;
Federal Communications Commission; Postal Inspection Service about



THLN deception  by  omission  in  fundraising!   “The  press  is,  almost
without exception, corrupt” ---Henry David Thoreau (1817-1862).


